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ITINERARY

Day 1 : Arrival Day

Welcome to Turkey, today is your arrival day. After arriving at Istanbul International Airport directly
proceed to domestic departures for your flight to Hakkari. Meet at Hakkari Yuksekova Selahaddin Eyyubi
airport and transfer to your hotel. You will be given your room key and the rest of the day is yours to explore
Hakkari. Overnight in Hakkari.

Day 2 : Hakkari Historical Tour

Breakfast Included

Pick up from the hotel after breakfast. Hakkari, located in the east of our country, has been under the rule of
many civilizations throughout history. Standing out with its deep-rooted history, Hakkari is important with its
mosques, castles and palaces. The first in our city tour of Hakkari; Hakkari, located in the east of our country,
has been under the rule of many civilizations throughout history. Standing out with its deep-rooted history,
Hakkari is important with its mosques, castles and palaces.

The first in our city tour of Hakkari; Hakkari Meydan Madrasa, which was built in the 18th century by the
double-winged and winged, open courtyard madrasahs built by ?brahim Bey, the son of Izzetin, one of the
regional administrators, will be visited. The madrasa draws attention with its monumental structure showing
smooth cut stone work, its smooth plan, its two-storey courtyard courtyard, its prayer room and its rooms, the
decorations on its door and the column headers inside it. It is the only monumental structure of Hakkâri that
has survived to the present day, preserving its original structure. ?emdinli Stone Bridge and Kayme Palace
will be other places to see.

Now it is time to go to the plateaus around Hakkari. Seyithan Lake is similar to the lakes between the peaks
of the Cilolar in a collapse near the summit in the northwest direction of Bercelan Plateau. It takes its source
from the snow next to it and from the white cold springs. The lake has a beautiful appearance with its clear
and azure color. It was named after Seyithan, the son of Hakkari Bey, who was fond of prey and rested on the
edge of this lake ... Return to our hotel in Hakkari and overnight., which was built in the 18th century by the
double-winged and winged, open courtyard madrasahs built by ?brahim Bey, the son of Izzetin, one of the
regional administrators, will be visited. The madrasa draws attention with its monumental structure showing
smooth cut stone work, its smooth plan, its two-storey courtyard courtyard, its prayer room and its rooms, the
decorations on its door and the column headers inside it. It is the only monumental structure of Hakkâri that
has survived to the present day, preserving its original structure. ?emdinli Stone Bridge and Kayme Palace
will be other places to see.

Now it is time to go to the plateaus around Hakkari. Seyithan Lake is similar to the lakes between the peaks
of the Cilolar in a collapse near the summit in the northwest direction of Bercelan Plateau. It takes its source
from the snow next to it and from the white cold springs. The lake has a beautiful appearance with its clear
and azure color. It was named after Seyithan, the son of Hakkari Bey, who was fond of prey and rested on the
edge of this lake. Return to our hotel in Hakkari.

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

4 days

TOUR ID

23507



Day 3 : Hakkari Cooking Lesson & Shopping Tour

Breakfast and Lunch Included

After breakfast, we take our guests from the hotel and depart to a local restaurant for your professional
cooking lesson. You participate in your first Turkish cooking lesson:

Hakkari is a city located on the east of the Eastern Anatolia Region, surrounded by mountains on 4 sides. It
has Iraq in the south and Iran in the east. The highest point is Cilo Mountain with its height reaching 4150
meters. Border trade and livestock are the city's economy. The local people provide their livelihood with the
natural foods and hand weavings produced.

The Gulul soup, which we can describe as yogurt soup, includes green lentils and cut dough. The main
ingredient of the Finger kebab, which has a Yuksekova flavor, is eggplant cut in the form of a finger. It can
be surprising with a variety of spices. Keshkek, one of the famous tastes of Hakkari, is a dish you can find in
almost every local restaurant. Its main ingredients are red meat and wheat. Tandir bread, a bread cooked on a
wood fire, is famous for keeping it fresh for a long time. Serving by heating on the stove increases taste
pleasure. Jajik is one of the flavors that are often prepared in the city. Prepared with yogurt and grated
cucumber, this delicious snack becomes legendary with the addition of some garlic. In Hakkari, small
chopped cabbage pickles are called soup. Chorti vaccine is a nutritious and delicious meal prepared from
boiled wheat, soup, hot pepper pickles and boned meats. The Hakkari-style Doleme dish includes plenty of
zucchini, broken rice and minced meat. The minced meat mixed with rice is rolled into large circles and
turned into meatballs, and when combined with the coarsely cut pumpkin, it becomes a delicious juicy dish.
For those who want to try both a satisfying and delicious taste, Chevirmeli Pilav is one of the dishes we
recommend. Firstly, bird head and various vegetables are added to the bottom of the pan, and then roasted
grain rice. It is a Lalaped, Hakkari-style dumpling that looks like our bite-like dessert. The dough prepared
from ingredients such as butter, yogurt, eggs and milk is shared after being fried and served with ground
walnuts. Cukurca Tahin desert - Sesame seeds grown in Cukurca region are roasted in low heat and used in
tahini production. It has a special aroma.

After lunch you will depart to city center for free time and shopping before returning to your hotel. After the
tour drop back to your hotel. Overnight in Hakkari.

Day 4 : Hakkari to Istanbul - End of Tour

Breakfast Included

After breakfast, we will depart to Hakkari Yuksekova Selahaddin Eyyubi airport for our domestic flight to
Istanbul and then back to home. We hope your tour was a memorable one and we would like to see you in the
future in one of our tours again. Have a nice trip back home and thanks for choosing us.
 

Includes

Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
3 open buffet breakfasts
Hotel room taxes
All Airport transfers mentioned as in the Itinerary



Guided Hakkari Historical Tour
Guided Hakkari Cooking Lesson & Shopping Tour Tour
3 nights’ hotel accommodation in Hakkari

Excludes

International flights
Insurance: All types
Turkey entry visa
Items of a personal nature such as alcoholic drinks, cold drinks, laundry
Any others expenses which are not mentioned at the included section
City tax
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
Domestic flight from Istanbul to Hakkari Yuksekova Selahaddin Eyyubi
Domestic flight from Hakkari Yuksekova Selahaddin Eyyubi to Istanbul

Routes

Available On Dates

6 November, 2020 - 31 March, 2022 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Hotels

SILVER TOUR PACKAGE CATEGORY HOTEL Shenler Hotel Hakkari GOLD TOUR PACKAGE
CATEGORY HOTEL Grand Y?lmaz Hotel Hakkari


